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Abstract. Very high time resolution data can be obtained from the STIS MAMA detectors using the time-tag observing mode. In this mode, the photon events are not accumulated onboard the spacecraft. Instead, each event is recorded internally and transmitted to the ground as an \(X\) and \(Y\) location with an event time. Event times are recorded in units of 125 microseconds. Analysis of STIS Crab Pulsar data demonstrates that a time resolution of approaching 125 microseconds can be achieved. Furthermore, the time-tag observing mode has been demonstrated to be a very powerful diagnostic tool and can be used to increase the resolution of both imaging and spectral data.

1. Introduction

As the MAMA detects events, the \(X\) and \(Y\) locations of the events are placed on a FIFO (First-In-First-Out) data stack which can hold 4096 events. In the MIE (MAMA Interface Electronics) routine that processes time-tag, the FSW (flight software) checks the status of the data FIFO. If the FIFO is half full the MIE will pull off the first 2K events and attach the current fine time to them. This is called “fast” processing, and can run at up to 50,000 events per second. Note, however, that the time-stamping won’t be accurate, since it will take much more than one fine time interval (125 microseconds) to process this many events.

If the FIFO is not half full, the MIE will continuously poll the FIFO and pull off each event separately. This process has more overhead and can only process up to approximately 32,000 events/second. The time-stamping is more accurate in this mode and has a 125 microsecond granulation (one fine time interval). In this “slow” mode up to 4 events can be processed in each fine time interval. If there are bursts at higher rates, events after the first 4 will be given later fine time stamps.

Since the trigger between these two processes is the FIFO being half full, there can be discontinuities in the processing. Figure 1 shows the recorded event rate for an observation with an input count rate of approximately 47,000 counts/second. The FSW starts by recording events in the “slow” mode at 32,000 counts/second. Within approximately a tenth of a second, the FIFO becomes more than half-full and the FSW switches to the fast mode and counts at a rate of approximately 50,000 counts/second. Since the input count
Figure 1. The plot shows the recorded event rate for a time-tag observation with an input count rate of approximately 47,000 counts/second. The FSW starts by recording events in the "slow" mode at 32,000 counts/second. Within approximately a tenth of a second, the FIFO becomes more than half-full and the FSW switches to the fast mode and counts at a rate of approximately 50,000 counts/second. Since the input count rate is less than 50,000 counts/second, the FSW alternates between the fast and slow modes depending on the state of the FIFO.

2. Telemetry Data

The telemetry data in time-tag mode consist of a series of 32 bit coarse time words and 32 bit fine time words. Coarse time words have a one in the first bit followed by a 31 bit integer giving the time in units of 32 milliseconds (256 fine time intervals). Fine time words contain a zero in the sign bit followed by: an unused bit; an 8 bit fine time (in units of 125 microseconds); and 11 bit X and 11 bit Y location. The time for any event can be computed by combining the most recent coarse time and the fine time of the event.

3. Crab Pulsar Observations

The Crab Pulsar was observed using the grating G230L in time-tag mode on August 7, 1997 (observations o45701c0m and o45701c2m). Two 2400 second exposures in sequential orbits were taken. The processing algorithm is:

1. Read the raw time-tag events (time, X, and Y).
2. Construct an ACCUM mode image by computing the total events at each $X$ and $Y$. This image is used to locate the spectrum to allow selection of time-tag events based on location.

3. Correct the arrival times of the events for the HST position w.r.t. the center of the Earth and the position of the Earth w.r.t. to the solar system barycenter.

4. Select pulsar events with $X$ and $Y$ positions within 5 pixels in the cross-dispersion (spatial) direction of the center of the spectrum found in the ACCUM image.

5. Select nebular events with $X$ and $Y$ positions within the range of 25 to 35 pixels from the center of the spectrum, both above and below the spectrum. These regions are within the $2'' \times 2''$ aperture used to observe the pulsar.

6. Compute the period of the pulsar using the events selected in step 4 by maximizing the sum of the squares of the values in a pulse profile divided into 512 time bins (result $= 33.473313$ milliseconds).

7. Compute the pulse profile of the pulsar by subtracting the pulse profile of the nebular region (normalized to the same area as the pulsar region of the image) from the pulse profile of the pulsar region.

Figure 2 shows that the resulting pulse profile agrees with the HSP observations (Percival et al. 1993) in the same wavelength band.
Figure 3. The plot shows image motion for a FUV-MAMA camera mode image (observation o40q01a5m) of a star field. Positions (centroids) of the brightest stars were determined from images constructed from time-tag data integrated in 15 second periods. The average motion of the stars in the STIS dispersion axis direction are plotted versus time along with a corresponding plot of the FGS jitter data. One lo-res pixel corresponds to 0.0024.

4. Resolution Enhancement Using TIME-TAG Mode

STIS time-tag data can be used to increase the resolution of both spectral and imaging mode data by correcting for the motion of the spectral or imaging format on the detector. Sources of the motion include: Doppler motion due to HST's motion around the Earth; motion caused by changes in the thermal environment; and movement of the target(s) within the aperture due to spacecraft jitter and drift. On-board processing of the data during ACCUM mode will only correct for the Doppler motion. The other sources of motion can result in a loss of resolution.

Two techniques have been successfully used to model and correct for thermal motion. The first uses the time-tag data to estimate the motion. The time tag data are divided into small time intervals (typically a few minutes) and an image is constructed for each time interval. Cross-correlation of spectral or imaging features between the different time intervals can then be used to determine the motion. A low order polynomial (e.g., a linear fit) can be used to model the thermal motion. A second technique is to use wavelength calibration observations taken before and after the science exposure to estimate an average rate of motion during science exposure.

Techniques to use the FGS jitter data to improve resolution are currently being investigated. Figure 3 demonstrates the correlation of image motion at the detector and the spacecraft jitter, as determined by the Fine Guidance Sensors. for a FUV-MAMA camera mode image (observation o40q01a5m) of a star field. Centroids of the brightest stars were
determined from the time-tag data in 15 second intervals. The average motion of the stars in both axes are plotted versus time along with corresponding plots of the FGS jitter data. The significant correlation between the observed motion and the jitter data indicates that correcting for jitter using the FGS data can be used to increase resolution.

5. **TIME-TAG Observing as a Diagnostic Tool**

In addition to analysis of high time resolution science data and correction for image motion, time-tag mode can be a valuable diagnostic tool. Examples of past uses include:

1. Characterization of the output of the internal lamps versus time after turn-on including the wavelength calibration lamp turn on spikes.
2. Monitoring the count rates during the detector's high voltage turn on.
3. Characterization of the “micro-bursts” seen in the NUV-MAMA dark/ phosphorescence data.
5. Investigation of anomalous count rate changes in stellar spectra taken for measurement of image motion by correlation of the rapid count rate changes with FGS jitter data.
6. Investigation of short term changes in the camera mode point spread functions.

6. **Why Not Use TIME-TAG All of the Time?**

Considering all of the benefits of time-tag mode over ACCUM mode, it is logical to ask, "Why not use time-tag for all MAMA observations?" There are two primary reasons:

1. Data Volume: Consider an exposure that would generate an ACCUM mode image with an average of 100 counts/pixel. In ACCUM mode, the telemetry volume would be approximately 2 megabytes as opposed to over 400 megabytes generated in the time-tag mode.

2. Observing Efficiency: In ACCUM mode, events can be counted up to approximately 270,000 events/second as compared to 50,000 events/second in time-tag. In ACCUM mode, the observing efficiency could be over a factor of five times higher. Even with input count rates less than 50,000 counts/second, observing efficiency can be decreased in time-tag mode. The STIS FSW maintains a buffer that must be dumped once it is filled. During the dump, additional time-tagged events are not recorded. This is illustrated in a 1420 second time-tag exposure of HD72089 (observation o40o01p9m) where the input count rate is approximately 47,000 counts/second. The observed count rate/time shows periods during data dumping where the count rate drops to zero. For this observation, only 47% of the counts that would have been collected in the ACCUM mode were recorded. By contrast the Crab Pulsar data were collected with 100% efficiency.

7. **TIME-TAG Data Anomalies Currently under Investigation**

1. Analysis of the Crab Pulsar data shows a shift in the event times. The time recorded for each event corresponds to the $x$ and $y$ values recorded for the following event. This appears to be a feature of the STIS electronics and can easily be corrected by properly shifting all event times by one event with respect to the $x$ and $y$ values as received.
2. Occasional telemetry words, with the sign bit indicating a coarse time word, are found which do not contain valid coarse times. This typically occurs a few times per observation.

3. The fine time word cycles back from 255 to 0 before a coarse time update is received. This occurs in approximately one out of every 16,000 events.

4. The fine time decrements by one between events. This was seen in approximately one out of every 300,000 events.

5. A few fine time words have been seen where the unused bit was set to one. In these cases, the fine time appeared invalid.

6. In one case, the fine time incremented from 82 to 200 and then back to 101 indicating that the word with the 200 fine time is not valid.

7. The period determined for the Crab Pulsar from the STIS time-tag data differed by 0.025 microseconds from the period from an ephemeris.
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